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(b) Accidents
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(c) Webdocs

Figure 5: The performance results of Apriori-AP on three

real-world benchmarks. DP time, SR time and CPU time

represent the data process time on AP, symbol replacement

time on AP and CPU time respectively. Webdocs switches

to 16-bit encoding when relative minimum support is less

then 0.1. 8-bit encoding is applied in other cases.

E. Apriori v.s. Eclat

Equivalent Class Clustering (Eclat) is another algorithm

based Apriori framework. Eclat uses vertical representation

of transactions and depth-first-search strategy to minimize

memory usage. Zhang et al. [6] proposed a hybrid depth-

first/breadth-first search scheme to expose more parallelism

for multi-thread and GPU version of Eclat. However, the

trade-off between parallelism and memory usage still exists.
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Figure 6: The speedup of AP accelerated algorithm over

CPU Apriori on three synthetic benchmarks
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Figure 7: The performance comparison of CPU sequential

Apriori and Eclat

For large datasets, the finite memory (main memory or video

memory) will become a limiting factor of the performance

and capability. There is a parameter can tune the trade-off

between parallelism and memory occupancy. Tuning this

parameter is out of the scope of this paper. We simply use the

default setting of this parameter [6] for better performance.

Figure 7 shows the speedups Eclat sequential algorithm

achieved with respect to sequential Apriori-CPU. Though

Eclat has 8X performance advantage in average cases. The

speedup will not increase at small support numbers. Apriori-

CPU lose performance comparing with Eclat, though the

big speedups of counting operation achieved by AP make

Apriori-AP still a competitive solution to parallelized Eclat.

Even Eclat has better performance on CPU, it is not a

good fit for AP. There three reasons

1) Eclat needs bit-level operations but AP is working on

byte-level symbols

2) Eclat needs to generate new vertical representations of

transactions for each new itemset candidate, while AP

prefers static input stream

3) Even hybrid search can not expose enough parallelism

to take full use of AP chips

Figure 8 shows performance comparison between Apriori-
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Automata Processor Accelerates Association Rule Mining!
Ke Wang, Mircea R. Stan,  Kevin Skadron 

University of Virginia 
 
  Introduction!

q Background!
o  Association Rule Mining (ARM) is a technique, which identifies strong rules 

in databases using different measures of interestingness!
o  ARM is KEY component of many applications, e.g. web usage mining, 

traffic accident analysis, intrusion detection, market basket analysis, 
bioinformatics!

o  NP-hard problem !
q Previous Works!
o  Sequential  – Apriori, Eclat and FP-growth!
o  Multicore CPU, GPU!
o  FPGA!

q Questions!
o  How to utilize AP to accelerate ARM?!
o  The performance of this solution?!

Automata for Association Rule Mining!

Performance Results!

q Mapping ARM on to AP !

Association rule mining is a popular and well researched method for 
discovering strong in databases using different measures of interestingness.!

Automata Processor!

Performance Optimization!

q Concepts in Association Rule Mining (ARM)!

q Experimental setup!

Conclusions!

o  The Micronʼs Automata Processor (AP) is a massively parallel non-von 
Neumann accelerator designed for high-throughput pattern mining!

o  The hardware will be released later this year!

State Transition Element (STE)                                       49,152 
 
 
Counter Element            768 
 
 
Boolean Logic   
Element                          2,304 
 

32-48 chips/board è 1.5-2.5 million concurrent operations 

q Function Units of Automata Processor!
per chip 

q Automata Network Markup Language (ANML) !
Automata Network Markup Language (ANML) is an XML language for 
describing the composition of automata networks. !
o  XML-like text based automaton description!
o  GUI tool for quick ANML code development!

o  Macros are containers for automata to encourage encapsulation of 
functionality!

!
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value of 999. If a non-digit is seen in the input stream,

the lower state transition element will reset both coun-

ters (indicated by the connection to the R terminal

on the right side of the counters) and recognition of

the current input sequence will terminate. Each time a

digit is received, the count advances in both counters

(indicated by the connection to the C terminal on the

upper side of the counters). When the upper counter

counts 500, it will continously activate (indicated by

the clock edge symbol on the right side of the counter)

the following state transition element. This element

will report recognition of the sequence (indicated by

the R in the lower left corner) if a terminating # is

received. The lower counter enforces the maximum

range value by resetting the upper counter once the

maximum range value is exceeded, causing activation

of the final state transition element to cease and with

it the ability for the element to report on receiving the

terminating #.

"

!

"

!

!

Fig. 6. Counter Element Example

Counters are also a type of restricted memory de-

vice, enabling creation of non-deterministic counter

automata. Counter automata can implement proper

subsets of pushdown automata and, therefore, some

context-free languages [23] and have been theoret-

ically demonstrated to even be capable of imple-

menting Turing machines [24]. We have been able

to construct many practical automata using counters

as a scratchpad within NFA. A simple example is

the use of the counter to prune paths and prevent

looping through cycles as shown in Figure 7. The three

connected state transition elements in the example

form a cycle. While the example is designed to be self-

contained the principle can be extended to any graph

with multiple cycles. The left-most state transition el-

ement is the start of the cycle, receiving the first input

symbol (indicated by the 1 symbol in the upper left).

The counter prevents the cycle from being traversed

more than once. It is configured as a one-shot, that is,

it is set to count to 1. The first time it counts it activates

the next state transition element, and, without a reset,

stays dormant (this is the behavior of pulse mode, the

setting indicated by the clock edge symbol on right

side of the counter). Subsequent activations will not

result in an output activation to the following state

transition element. This behavior allows the cycle to

be traversed only once.

3.3.3 The boolean element
The boolean element is a function-programmable

combinatorial element with an optional synchronized

Fig. 7. Pruning with Counters Example

enable. The boolean element can be programmed to

perform the following logical functions: OR, AND,

NAND, NOR, sum of products, and products of sums.

Booleans have no state (and do not use memory),

unlike the state transition and counter elements.

Boolean elements are routinely used to simplify

designs where a combination of the results of sub-

expressions is required.

The synchronized enable is triggered by a special

signal propagated simultaneously to all boolean el-

ements. This signal is controlled by instructions to

the automata processor and can occur at any desired

position(s) in the symbol input data set, including

at the end of the symbol set. When the synchro-

nized enable is used, booleans introduce positional

dependence to the operation of the automata, since

the boolean only computes its combinatorial function

when the special signal is asserted. One use of this

feature is to implement a construct commonly used

in regular expressions – evaluation only on end-of-

data (right-anchored expressions). More general usage

with automata includes gating data into chunks sized

for specific automata and reduction or aggregation of

results. This capability of the boolean element intro-

duces a feature beyond the formal definition of NFA,

adding a dynamic aspect to automata processing.

An example of the boolean element combining sub-

expressions with use of the synchronized enable is

illustrated in Figure 8. The automata reports, at asser-

tion of the synchronized enable, if the input stream

up to that point contained both a lower case ascii

letter and an ascii digit. The state transition elements

on the left each receive all input symbols (indicated

by the ∞ symbol in the upper left corner), the top

one checking for the letter, the bottom for the digit.

Each state transition element is latched (indicated by

the clock edge symbol at the bottom of the state

transition element symbol) meaning that if it matches

it will continue to assert until reset. The two state

transition elements are combined in an AND, effective

on assertion of the synchronization enable (indicated

by the E symbol in the upper right corner). If the

AND generates a high value it will report that at least

one letter and one digit were seen in the input stream

(indicated by the R in the lower left corner).
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Fig. 8. Boolean Element Example

3.4 Reconfigurability

The automata processor is a programmable and re-

configurable device. The element arrays are fixed but

the operations of individual elements and the connec-

tions between them are programmable. The automata

processor is also partially dynamically reconfigurable

as the operation of elements can be reprogrammed

during runtime. The connections between elements

are optimized for resource utilization and require

placement and routing analysis, done in a more time-

consuming compilation phase. However, once place-

and-route has been done for the automata, that struc-

ture may be incrementally loaded dynamically along-

side existing automata to a chip with unused capacity.

3.5 Intra-rank bus: scaling performance and ca-

pacity

The automata processor architecture includes an intra-

rank bus. It enables symbols to be distributed to a

connected set (rank) of automata processor chips, al-

lowing expansion of both the capacity and the perfor-

mance of automata processor systems. The intra-rank

bus allows a range of configurations. For example, in a

64-bit system that has eight automata processor chips

in a rank, the intra-rank bus allows configurations

with up to eight times the automata capacity or eight

times the processing throughput of a single chip.

4 EVALUATION

At the time of this writing, a chip design for the

architecture has been completed in DRAM process

technology and is currently in fabrication. An SDK

has been developed which supports configuration of

the chip with automata designs and runtime control

of sets of automata processors. Evaluation of the

architecture is limited to the results from compilation

of automata and simulation.

The automata processor may be configured with

automata using either a list of regular expressions in

PCRE syntax or a direct description of the automata in

an XML-based high-level language that we have cre-

ated called the Automata Network Markup Language

(ANML). Evaluation of the architecture is discussed

for each type of input, PCRE and ANML.

4.1 Configuration by PCRE

The automata processor has been designed to have

a high degree of compatibility with PCRE. Features

of PCRE which exceed the computational power of

regular languages such as lookahead and lookbehind

assertions and backreferences cannot be implemented

using NFA alone (see [14]). While counters raise the

computational power of the automata processor be-

yond pure NFA, PCRE expressions using the afore-

mentioned constructs must still be postprocessed in

software. The software imposes a small number of

restrictions on these constructs in order to ensure

that effective use is made of the hardware. This

design allows the automata processor to represent

PCREs of any complexity as compact and efficient

automata. Figure 9 provides an example of a complex

rule, taken from Snort [25], and shows how this is

converted to an automaton that runs directly on the

automata processor. This particular rule is designed

to capture a buffer overflow attack on an Apache

web server. A video showing operation of the au-

tomaton in a visual simulation tool has been included

in the paper’s supplementary material available at

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org.

Fig. 9. Snort PCRE Rule as Automata

We have run compilation and simulation tests from

[26] in which Becchi and Yu assembled large and com-

plex rule sets designed to test the capabilities of wide

range of regular expression engines. The tests were

extracted from Snort and modified to increase the

number of patterns including character classes and to

increase the percentage of patterns using unbounded

repetitions of wildcards. We report the number of

regular expressions in the dataset, the number of NFA

states needed to implement the datasets evaluated by

Becchi and Yu [26], the number of state transition

o  Itemset: a collection of one or more items!
o  k-itemset:an itemset that contains k items!
o  Support: s(itemset) =  number of transactions which contain this itemset!

Transactions!

Itemset!
ARM!

Frequency counting!

Input Stream (but separate 
transactions by a special character)!

NFA by STEs!
AP implementation!

Counter Element!
q Apriori Algorithm Framework!
§ Candidates of (K+1)-itemsets are generated from known frequent K-itemsets!
§ From 1 to n level itemset mining!
§ AP is used to accelerate each level !
q Initial Design by Example!

Item! Code!
Friends! 0!
Images! 1!
Pictures! 2!
Embed! 3!

Key! 4!
Message! 5!
Separator! 255(\xFF)!

Transaction stream:!

{Friends, 
Pictures} !

{Images, Embed, 
Message} !

Trans. ! Items!
1! Friends, Pictures!
2! Pictures, Picnic, Boat, Dog!
3! Pictures, Boat, Embed, Key!
4! Images, Embed, Message!
5! Message, Ready, Pickup, Group!

q Initial item filtering !
o  Filter out infrequent items!
o  Filter out very short transactions!
o  Reduce the size of transaction!
o  Reduce the total number of items!

q Trade routing recompilation with symbol-replacement !

Mining 2-itemset! Mining 3-itemset! Mining 4-itemset!

Switching k-itemset mining to (k+1)-itemset mining involves time-consuming 
routing reconfiguration(>1s)!
We design a general structure to support 2-itemset to n-itemset !
Use special character (254, \xFE) to block the unused path for a given itemset 
of a given length!
Switching k-itemset to (k+1)-itemset only needs symbol replacement (<0.05s)!

•  AP testing platform: Micronʼs D480 48 AP chips per board, 133MHz 
(simulation)!

•  CPU testing platform: Intel(R) Xeon CPU E5-1650 3.20GHz, 32GB mem!
•  GPU: Nvidia K20C, 706MHz, 5GB mem!
 !q Capacity!
§  Capacity: 384/chip,  18432/board!

q Performance!

v We accelerate ARM by using Micron's Automata Processor (AP)!
v Several performance optimization strategies are introduced to improve the 

performance!
v 80-95X speedups are achieved by the AP-accelerated Apriori on multiple 

synthetic and real-world datasets, when compared with the Apriori single-
core CPU implementation. !

v The AP-accelerated Apriori solution also outperforms multicore and GPU 
implementations, especially for large datasets.!
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q Flowchart!
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(b) Accidents
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(c) Webdocs

Figure 5: The performance results of Apriori-AP on three

real-world benchmarks. DP time, SR time and CPU time

represent the data process time on AP, symbol replacement

time on AP and CPU time respectively. Webdocs switches

to 16-bit encoding when relative minimum support is less

then 0.1. 8-bit encoding is applied in other cases.

E. Apriori v.s. Eclat

Equivalent Class Clustering (Eclat) is another algorithm

based Apriori framework. Eclat uses vertical representation

of transactions and depth-first-search strategy to minimize

memory usage. Zhang et al. [6] proposed a hybrid depth-

first/breadth-first search scheme to expose more parallelism

for multi-thread and GPU version of Eclat. However, the

trade-off between parallelism and memory usage still exists.
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Figure 6: The speedup of AP accelerated algorithm over

CPU Apriori on three synthetic benchmarks
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Figure 7: The performance comparison of CPU sequential

Apriori and Eclat

For large datasets, the finite memory (main memory or video

memory) will become a limiting factor of the performance

and capability. There is a parameter can tune the trade-off

between parallelism and memory occupancy. Tuning this

parameter is out of the scope of this paper. We simply use the

default setting of this parameter [6] for better performance.

Figure 7 shows the speedups Eclat sequential algorithm

achieved with respect to sequential Apriori-CPU. Though

Eclat has 8X performance advantage in average cases. The

speedup will not increase at small support numbers. Apriori-

CPU lose performance comparing with Eclat, though the

big speedups of counting operation achieved by AP make

Apriori-AP still a competitive solution to parallelized Eclat.

Even Eclat has better performance on CPU, it is not a

good fit for AP. There three reasons

1) Eclat needs bit-level operations but AP is working on

byte-level symbols

2) Eclat needs to generate new vertical representations of

transactions for each new itemset candidate, while AP

prefers static input stream

3) Even hybrid search can not expose enough parallelism

to take full use of AP chips

Figure 8 shows performance comparison between Apriori-

AP (45nm for current generation of AP), sequential, multi-
core, and GPU version of Eclat. Generally, Apriori-AP
shows better performance than sequential and multi-core
version of Eclat. The GPU version of Eclat shows better
performance in Pumsb, Accidents, T40D500K and Webdocs
when support number is small. However, because of the
constraint of video memory, Eclat-1G fails at small support
numbers for two big datasets - T100D20M and Webdocs5X.
Apriori-AP shows up to 9X speedup over Eclat-6C and 2X
speedup over Eclat-1G. This figure also indicates that the
performance advantage of Apriori-AP over Eclat GPU/multi-
core increases as the size of dataset grows.

F. Technology Normalization
The AP D480 chip is based on 45nm technology. While

the Intel CPU Xeon E5-1650 and Nvidia Kepler K20C
on which we test Eclat are based on 32nm and 28nm
technologies respectively. To compare different architectures
in the same technology level, we show the performance of
technology scaling project on 32nm and 28nm technologies
in Figure ??. We assume linear scaling for clock frequency
and square scaling for capacity. Apriori-AP shows better
performance than multi-core and GPU versions of Eclat
in almost all support numbers for all datasets except the
small support number area for Pumsb and T100D20M with
equivalent technologies. Apriori-AP achieves 15X speedup
over Eclat-6C and 9X speedup over Eclat-1G.

G. Data size
The results above indicate that the size of dataset could be

a limiting factor of Eclat algorithm. By varying transaction
number but fixing other parameters, Figure 9 shows the
behavior of Apriori-AP and Eclat as the size of dataset
increases. For T100, the different data sizes are obtained
by IBM synthetic data generator. For Webdocs, the different
data sizes are obtained by random sampling a part of the
transactions or duplicating the whole dataset for several
times. In the tested cases, the GPU version of Eclat fails
in the range from 2GB to 4GB because of the finite video
memory. Compare the cases of different support numbers on
the same dataset, the smaller support number causes early
failure of the Eclat-1G. The reason is the mining smaller
support number keeps more items and transactions in the
data preprocessing stage. Even not shown in this figure,
people can predict that the Eclat multi-core version will
fail in the range 13GB to 26GB on our testing platform
according to the ratio between main memory and GPU video
memory. However, Apriori-AP solution will still work well
on much larger datasets.

VII. CONCLUSION

We present a hardware accelerated ARM solution by using
Micron’s Automata Processor (AP). We start with a au-
tomaton design for itemset matching and counting. We then
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Figure 8: Performance comparison among Apriori-AP, Eclat-
1C, Eclat-6C and Eclat-1G with technology normalization

AP (45nm for current generation of AP), sequential, multi-
core, and GPU version of Eclat. Generally, Apriori-AP
shows better performance than sequential and multi-core
version of Eclat. The GPU version of Eclat shows better
performance in Pumsb, Accidents, T40D500K and Webdocs
when support number is small. However, because of the
constraint of video memory, Eclat-1G fails at small support
numbers for two big datasets - T100D20M and Webdocs5X.
Apriori-AP shows up to 9X speedup over Eclat-6C and 2X
speedup over Eclat-1G. This figure also indicates that the
performance advantage of Apriori-AP over Eclat GPU/multi-
core increases as the size of dataset grows.

F. Technology Normalization
The AP D480 chip is based on 45nm technology. While

the Intel CPU Xeon E5-1650 and Nvidia Kepler K20C
on which we test Eclat are based on 32nm and 28nm
technologies respectively. To compare different architectures
in the same technology level, we show the performance of
technology scaling project on 32nm and 28nm technologies
in Figure ??. We assume linear scaling for clock frequency
and square scaling for capacity. Apriori-AP shows better
performance than multi-core and GPU versions of Eclat
in almost all support numbers for all datasets except the
small support number area for Pumsb and T100D20M with
equivalent technologies. Apriori-AP achieves 15X speedup
over Eclat-6C and 9X speedup over Eclat-1G.

G. Data size
The results above indicate that the size of dataset could be

a limiting factor of Eclat algorithm. By varying transaction
number but fixing other parameters, Figure 9 shows the
behavior of Apriori-AP and Eclat as the size of dataset
increases. For T100, the different data sizes are obtained
by IBM synthetic data generator. For Webdocs, the different
data sizes are obtained by random sampling a part of the
transactions or duplicating the whole dataset for several
times. In the tested cases, the GPU version of Eclat fails
in the range from 2GB to 4GB because of the finite video
memory. Compare the cases of different support numbers on
the same dataset, the smaller support number causes early
failure of the Eclat-1G. The reason is the mining smaller
support number keeps more items and transactions in the
data preprocessing stage. Even not shown in this figure,
people can predict that the Eclat multi-core version will
fail in the range 13GB to 26GB on our testing platform
according to the ratio between main memory and GPU video
memory. However, Apriori-AP solution will still work well
on much larger datasets.

VII. CONCLUSION

We present a hardware accelerated ARM solution by using
Micron’s Automata Processor (AP). We start with a au-
tomaton design for itemset matching and counting. We then
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AP (45nm for current generation of AP), sequential, multi-
core, and GPU version of Eclat. Generally, Apriori-AP
shows better performance than sequential and multi-core
version of Eclat. The GPU version of Eclat shows better
performance in Pumsb, Accidents, T40D500K and Webdocs
when support number is small. However, because of the
constraint of video memory, Eclat-1G fails at small support
numbers for two big datasets - T100D20M and Webdocs5X.
Apriori-AP shows up to 9X speedup over Eclat-6C and 2X
speedup over Eclat-1G. This figure also indicates that the
performance advantage of Apriori-AP over Eclat GPU/multi-
core increases as the size of dataset grows.

F. Technology Normalization
The AP D480 chip is based on 45nm technology. While

the Intel CPU Xeon E5-1650 and Nvidia Kepler K20C
on which we test Eclat are based on 32nm and 28nm
technologies respectively. To compare different architectures
in the same technology level, we show the performance of
technology scaling project on 32nm and 28nm technologies
in Figure ??. We assume linear scaling for clock frequency
and square scaling for capacity. Apriori-AP shows better
performance than multi-core and GPU versions of Eclat
in almost all support numbers for all datasets except the
small support number area for Pumsb and T100D20M with
equivalent technologies. Apriori-AP achieves 15X speedup
over Eclat-6C and 9X speedup over Eclat-1G.

G. Data size
The results above indicate that the size of dataset could be

a limiting factor of Eclat algorithm. By varying transaction
number but fixing other parameters, Figure 9 shows the
behavior of Apriori-AP and Eclat as the size of dataset
increases. For T100, the different data sizes are obtained
by IBM synthetic data generator. For Webdocs, the different
data sizes are obtained by random sampling a part of the
transactions or duplicating the whole dataset for several
times. In the tested cases, the GPU version of Eclat fails
in the range from 2GB to 4GB because of the finite video
memory. Compare the cases of different support numbers on
the same dataset, the smaller support number causes early
failure of the Eclat-1G. The reason is the mining smaller
support number keeps more items and transactions in the
data preprocessing stage. Even not shown in this figure,
people can predict that the Eclat multi-core version will
fail in the range 13GB to 26GB on our testing platform
according to the ratio between main memory and GPU video
memory. However, Apriori-AP solution will still work well
on much larger datasets.

VII. CONCLUSION

We present a hardware accelerated ARM solution by using
Micron’s Automata Processor (AP). We start with a au-
tomaton design for itemset matching and counting. We then
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Figure 8: Performance comparison among Apriori-AP, Eclat-
1C, Eclat-6C and Eclat-1G with technology normalization
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Figure 5: The performance results of Apriori-AP on three

real-world benchmarks. DP time, SR time and CPU time

represent the data process time on AP, symbol replacement

time on AP and CPU time respectively. Webdocs switches

to 16-bit encoding when relative minimum support is less

then 0.1. 8-bit encoding is applied in other cases.

E. Apriori v.s. Eclat

Equivalent Class Clustering (Eclat) is another algorithm

based Apriori framework. Eclat uses vertical representation

of transactions and depth-first-search strategy to minimize

memory usage. Zhang et al. [6] proposed a hybrid depth-

first/breadth-first search scheme to expose more parallelism

for multi-thread and GPU version of Eclat. However, the

trade-off between parallelism and memory usage still exists.
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Figure 6: The speedup of AP accelerated algorithm over

CPU Apriori on three synthetic benchmarks
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Figure 7: The performance comparison of CPU sequential

Apriori and Eclat

For large datasets, the finite memory (main memory or video

memory) will become a limiting factor of the performance

and capability. There is a parameter can tune the trade-off

between parallelism and memory occupancy. Tuning this

parameter is out of the scope of this paper. We simply use the

default setting of this parameter [6] for better performance.

Figure 7 shows the speedups Eclat sequential algorithm

achieved with respect to sequential Apriori-CPU. Though

Eclat has 8X performance advantage in average cases. The

speedup will not increase at small support numbers. Apriori-

CPU lose performance comparing with Eclat, though the

big speedups of counting operation achieved by AP make

Apriori-AP still a competitive solution to parallelized Eclat.

Even Eclat has better performance on CPU, it is not a

good fit for AP. There three reasons

1) Eclat needs bit-level operations but AP is working on

byte-level symbols

2) Eclat needs to generate new vertical representations of

transactions for each new itemset candidate, while AP

prefers static input stream

3) Even hybrid search can not expose enough parallelism

to take full use of AP chips

Figure 8 shows performance comparison between Apriori-

q Datasets!

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The performance of our AP implementation is evaluated

by CPU timer (host codes) and AP simulator (AP codes)

assuming 48-core AP board of D480 chip.

A. Capacity and Overhead

In our experiments, our AP accelerated Apriori algorithm

(Apriori-AP) switches between 8-bit and 16-bit encoding

schemes automatically in the “Data preprocessing” stage

shown in the flowchart (Figure 1). In 8-bit scheme, the

items are coded with symbols from 0 to 253. If more than

254 frequent items should be represented after filtering, two

8-bit symbols should be used to present one item (16-bit

symbol scheme). In both encoding schemes, symbol “255”

is reserved for transaction separator, and symbol “254” is

reserved for input ending sign and blocker for ME-NFA-VSI

structure. By using ME-NFA-VSI structure, one AP board

can match and count 18432 itemsets in parallel with the

size from 2 to 40 for 8-bit encoding and 2 to 24 for 16-bit

encoding. In all our experiments, 24 is a reasonable upper

bound of the sizes of itemsets. In the cases that the number

of itemset candidates are more than 18432, multiple passes

are required. Before one single pass, a symbol replacement

process should be carried out to configure all ME-NFA-VSI

structures on the board, which takes 0.05 second.

B. Comparison with other implementations

We use the computation times from Borglet’s Apriori CPU

sequential implementation (Apriori-CPU) as baseline. Be-

cause AP accelerates the counting operation at each Apriori

iteration, we shows the performance results of both counting

operation and overall computation in this subsection. We

also compare the state-of-the-art CPU serial implementation

of Eclat (Eclat-1C), multi-threading implementation of Eclat

(Eclat-6C) [6] and the GPU accelerated implementation of

Eclat (Eclat-1G) [6].

All the above implementations are tested on one of our

computing sever:

CPU: Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-1650(6 physical cores,

3.20GHz)

Mem: 32GB, 1.333GHz

GPU: Nvidia Kepler K20C, 706 MHz clock, 2496 CUDA

cores, 4.8GB video memory

For each benchmark, we test the cases of different rela-

tive minimum support numbers. The lower support number

causes larger search space and more memory usage since

less items are filtering out in data preprocessing stage. The

range of relative minimum support is chosen by a greedy

way: the Apriori-CPU computation time in the range from

1 second to 5hours for any dataset smaller than 1GB and

from 1 second to 10hours for larger datasets.

C. Datasets

Three commonly used real-world datasets from Frequent

Itemset Mining Dataset Repository[16] and three synthetic

datasets are tested. The details of these datasets is shown

in Table I and II. T40D500K and T10020M are obtained

from IBM Market-Basket Synthetic Data Generator (Paolo

Palmerinis DCI website). Webdocs5X is generated by du-

plicating transactions of Webdocs by 5 times.

D. AP Apriori v.s. CPU Apriori

Figure 5 shows the performance comparison between

our Apriori-AP solution and classical Apriori CPU imple-

mentation on real-world datasets. The computation time

of Apriori-CPU grows exponentially as support number

decreases for three datasets. While Apriori-AP shows much

less computation time and much slow growth of computation

time as support number decreases. As a result, the speedup

of Apriori-AP over Apriori-CPU keep growing as support

decreases and achieves up to 87X speedup. The drop of the

speedup at 0.1 for Webdocs is caused by switching 8-bit

symbol to 16-bit symbol and the speedup goes up again

after this point. For the small datasets like Pumsb, data

processing time is relatively low, while symbol replacement

takes up to 80% of the total computation time. Though the

symbol replacement is a light-weight reconfiguration, big

portion of symbol replacement lower down AP hardware

under-utilized. Also the increasing CPU time of Apriori-AP

on small datasets causes less utilization of AP when support

decreases. In contrast, the larger datasets like Accidents and

Webdocs take relatively more time on data processing. And

the portion of data processing time goes up as the support

decreases. This analysis indicates our Apriori-AP solution

works better for large datasets and small support number.

Figure 6 shows the similar growing trends of Apriori-

AP speedup over Apriori-CPU. And over 94X speedup is

achieved for T100D20M. In all above cases, the difference

between counting speedup and overall speedup is caused by

computation on host CPU. This difference will decreases as

total computation time increases for large datasets.

Table I: Real-World Datasets
Name Trans# Aver. Len. Item# Size (MB)

Pumsb 49046 74 2113 16

accidents 340183 33.8 468 34

Webdocs 1692082 177.2 5267656 1434

Aver. Len. – Average number of items per transaction.

Table II: Synthetic Datasets
Name Trans# Aver. Len. Item# ALMP Size (MB)

T40D500K 500K 40 100 15 49

T100D20M 20M 100 200 25 6348.8

Webdocs5X 8460410 177.2 5267656 N/A 7168

Aver. Len. – Average number of items per transaction.

ALMP – Average length of maximal pattern
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The performance of our AP implementation is evaluated

by CPU timer (host codes) and AP simulator (AP codes)

assuming 48-core AP board of D480 chip.
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